
Jeff // Talent 
Sensible Soccers 
 
RIDER 
 
IMPORTANT: 
- The Sound check should not be less than 1 hour , not including the stage assembly; 
 
- Mixers to avoid: BEHRINGERs and YAMAHA LS9; 
 
- Sound both must be placed at audience level, never within some enclosed space, and centered relative 
to the Stage. Please, do not ignore or devalue this indication.  
 
-In case the PA has a left/right space above 8meters, please include some Front-Fill reinforcement.  
 
POWER AND ACCESSORIES  
-5no. power outlets – 220v/AC (see stage plot)  
-IMPORTANT: 1no. central platform – 160x90cm minimum (for the electronic parts) 
-1no. flight case (or similar) to elevate the guitar amplifier. 
 
PA: 
Professional stereo system with the capacity to charge, evenly throughout the room, 100dB SPL. 
You must have Lowend proportional to the venue and existing sound system. 
(Preference to: MEYER SOUND, MARTIN AUDIO, JBL or EAW) 
 
MIXER: 
Minimum: 
-16no. channels 
-4no. parametric equalizers, with HI-PASS variable; 
- Phase Reverse switch & Phantom Power per channel; 
- 6no. Auxiliary; 
- Insert Send / Return in the channels. 
Preference to : MACKIE, YAMAHA PM5D, MIDAS,SOUNDCRAFT 
 
DRIVE SYSTEM: 
- Stereo graphic equalizer 31 band (preferably: KLARK TEKNIK, XTA, BSS, DBX or YAMAHA). 
- The gain must allow the system a good headroom before clipping (preferably: CROWN, CARVER or 
CREST) 
- Mini Jack Connection for PA Tuning by Laptop 
 
SIGNAL PROCESSING: 
- 1no. REVERB Stereo and 1 DELAY mono (preferably: YAMAHA, TC ELECTRONIC or LEXICON); 
 - 8no. COMPRESSORS (preferably: DBX, DRAWMER, TC ELECTRONIC or BSS) 
 
MONITORS: 
- 4no. bi-amplified monitors for independent mixing (preferably MARTINAUDIO, EAW or NEXUS) 
- 4no. Mono 31 band graphic equalizers  
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CONTACTS: 
 
Band: 
SensibleSoccers@gmail.com 
 
Sound Technician: 
Joao.co.moreira@gmail.com 
962076107 
 
UK Management: 
talent@jeffpresents.co.uk 
 
Management: 
diogo@azuldetroia.com 
 
 
In the event of being unable to meet the requirements above, please contact the band’s sound 
technician in advance to make the necessary changes. Many Thanks. 
 


